PUM Valve outlet 1¼”
Saves space, stops bad smell and easy to clean

PUM - Purus Universal Membrane, is a revolutionary
membrane which stops bad air to come up through the
drainage system. The new technique saves space without
reducing the flow capacity and is also functioning as an air
admittance valve when there is a negative pressure in the
drainage system (secondary air ventilation). This gives much
better flow in the drainage pipe. PUM works also to a certain
extent as a back flow stop.

The Valve outet has an integrated grating/odor trap (PUM) that
replaces the traditional water trap. This gives the possibility to
choose less space consuming outlet applications.
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The grating/odor trap (PUM) is easy to lift up and clean. Flush
the valve and outlet pipe with water and clean with
such as bottle brush. The outlet in the Valve outlet is selfcleaning.
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Flow capacity Art. no.

1

PUM Valve outlet Basin with overflow

1 ¼” H=62 mm

>0,6 litre/sek

857 34 25

2

PUM Valve outlet Basin without overflow

1 ¼” H=90 mm

>0,6 litre/sek

857 34 28

3

PUM Valve outlet Basin without overflow

1 ¼” H=60 mm

>0,6 litre/sek

857 34
27
A

4

Outlet kit for PUM Valve outlet, wall, white/crome

G32x40x350x300 mm

807 55 36/37

5

Outlet kit for PUM Valve outlet, floor, white/crome

G32x40x0-250 mm

807 55 34/35

6

Outlet kit for PUM Valve outlet, wall/floor, white

G32xG40x32/40 mm

807 56 34
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Many advantages with PUM
Stops bad smell!

Saves space!

PUM stops foul air
coming through the
drainage system.

The new PUM
technique
saves space.

Excellent water
flow capacity!

Secondary air
ventilation!

The PUM membrane
keeps a very good
water flow capacity in
the drainage system.

PUM is also functioning
as an air admittance
valve when there is a
negative pressure in
the drainage system.

Maintenance
Use only light detergent and a soft brusch
when cleaning, otherwise the surface might
be tarnished. This holds for both the white
and metallized products.

Our ongoing product development may entail
changes in version, design and construction,
and we reserve the right to make such changes.

PURUS AB
info@purus.se
www.purus.se

Back flow stop!

PUM works to a certain extent as a back
flow stop.

